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ABSTRACT
This study deals with an autonomous navigation
system combining a scanning LRF with attitude
sensors. The system extends the rover’s travel
distance and also reduces the risk of stuck in loose
soil. This paper shows that terrain surface can be
reconstructed from scanned LRF data which are
obtained by a moving rover. Furthermore, by
using a scanned line data, it is shown that rover’s
position and its slip rate can be estimated in a high
frequency.
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INTRODUCTION

Planet exploration missions based on unmanned
rovers are attracting attention in recent years. Due to
the limited launch capability of rockets, rover’s
size/weight and available energy are strictly
restricted. Thus usually, the mission period of small
rovers becomes short and its moving speed is slow.
Therefore, during the limited mission period, how to
enhance rover’s travel distance has become an
important issue, because it is sometimes said that the
amount of scientific achievements of exploration
missions is proportional to the travel distance of
rovers. For exploration missions on a celestial body
far from Earth, remote control from Earth is not
realistic because communication latency becomes
extremely long. Therefore, an autonomous
navigation system which can be implemented in a
relatively low-performance onboard computer is
desirable for planetary exploration missions.
Navigation based on stereoscopic camera is most
frequently used for exploration rovers [1]-[3].
However, terrain mapping in each image is a
time-consuming task for onboard computers to
extract feature points and find corresponding
points. Therefore, usually stereo camera images
are transmitted to Earth and processed with a
high-performance computer. This compels rovers
to wait without moving until commands arrive
from Earth. On the other hand, Laser-RangeFinder (LRF) can obtain distance data easily
based on a time-of-flight principle of the laser
beam [4]-[8]. However, to reconstruct threedimensional terrain surface, the laser beam of a

LRF must be scanned in two directions, and it
takes several seconds for scanning. Thus usually,
during the scanning process, rovers must be in
standstill to avoid the deviation of its laser beam
direction due to terrain slope or bumps.
This study deals with an autonomous navigation
system combining a scanning type LRF with attitude
sensors. This system enables exploration rovers to
continue moving during their laser scanning. Since
the attitude sensors compensate the direction of the
beam deviation due to rough terrain, the terrain
surface reconstruction becomes possible even for
LRF data obtained from moving rovers. Furthermore,
this system is useful to reduce the fatal risk of
“complete stuck” in loose soil. With the proposed
navigation system, the rovers can identify their
positions in a short time interval through matching a
scanned line-shaped terrain data obtained at certain
instant with a reconstructed map. Thus the rovers
can detect the change of the slip rate and change the
moving direction before it is completely trapped in
loose soil.

2

LRF BASED NAVIGATION

2.1 Travel distance of exploration rovers
In space exploration missions on near celestial
bodies, remote operation is possible because
signal’s transmission delay is short (typically
several seconds for Moon rovers), and because
the communication speed is relatively high.
However, on celestial bodies like Mars, the
transmission delay of signals becomes at least
several minutes for one way, and the transmission
rate is quite slow. Thus, autonomous navigation is
necessary for deep space missions.
For autonomous navigation, camera systems are
most frequently used. However, due to the reason
described in Sec. 1, exploration rovers with such
navigation systems must wait the command from
Earth without moving. For Mars rovers, the
waiting time occasionally becomes nearly one
hour. Moreover, due to available communication
period between the rovers and ground stations on
Earth, the rovers’ travel distance is very restricted,
typically less than 50 [m] per day. Contrary to
camera based navigation, the concept of LRF

Tablee 1 Specificationns of the LRF sccanning system

Figg. 1 Manufacturred experimentaal testbed roverr

[Scanning ffor the pan direcctional rotation]]
scan raange
resoluttion
scan timee for a rotation iin pan directionn
[Scanning ffor the tilt directtional rotation]
scan raange
resoluttion
scan timee for the full rannge in tilt directtion
Mounted heeight of LRF froom ground

(a) Test enviroonment used in eexperiments

( Reconstructeed terrain withoout compensatioon
(c)

190 [deg]
0.25 [deeg]
50 [ms]
20~90 [[deg]
0.35 [deeg]
10 [s]
m]
1.48 [m

( Reconstructted terrain obtaiined on a staticc rover
(b)

(d) Reconstrructed terrain w
with compensatioon

Fig.2 Comparison off reconstructed tterrains in an exxperiment
baseed terrain reco
onstruction is quite simple aand
doess not require high-perform
mance processo
ors.
nce
Thu
us it has possib
bility to make tthe travel distan
seveeral times of ccamera based n
navigation. Lett us
assu
ume rover’s speeed is 2 [cm/s] as a typical vaalue.
Theen if the roverr continues to move, the traavel
distaance becomess 72 [m] for one hour. Th
his,
und
der an assumptiion of three-ho
our movement per
day, implies that 2
20 [km] travell can be achiev
ved
hree months; th
his distance is almost equivallent
in th
to three
t
times off the distancee Spirit traverrsed
duriing six years.
In the
t
LRF based
d navigation, one of the most
m
esseential problemss is that it takees at least seveeral
seco
onds to scan tthe beam in ttwo-dimension
n to
obtaain one “imagee” data. Thus, to avoid the laaser
beam
m deflection, rovers
r
stop du
uring the scann
ning
interval in a stand
dard LRF naviigation. Contraary,
this study discussses terrain recconstruction frrom
ned on a mov
ving
distaance data whiich are obtain

rover. In the proposed
p
systeem, the deviateed laser
beam direction
n due to surfaace slope or bu
umps is
compensated w
with attitude seensors mounted
d on the
rover. Furtherrmore, it shou
uld be noted tthat the
proposed meth
hod can reducce the rover’s risk of
complete stuck
k in loose soil, which is explaained in
Sec. 3.

2.2

Experimental verification o
of
d reconstructtion method
proposed

the

To verify tthe usefulnesss of the prroposed
reconstruction
n method undeer practical co
ondition
including senssor noises and
d environmentaal effect
(e.g. external light, object m
material, etc.), a rover
shown in Fig. 1 has been maanufactured witth using
Hokuyo’s UX
XM-30LX-EW LRF. Table 1 shows
the specificatiion of the LRF
F scanning sysstem. In
this system, th
he LRF rotatess on its pan ax
xis with
20 cycles perr second, and
d irradiates th
he laser
beam in every
y 0.25 [deg]. Siimultaneously,, the tilt

Fiig.3 Feature poiints extracted frrom the dividedd scanned line
anglle of the LRF cchanges with a constant angu
ular
rate, which is specified in its program. Note a
slow
wer tilt angu
ular rate can
n generate h
high
reso
olution surface,, but the scann
ning time becom
mes
long
ger: e.g., for 3.5 [deg/s] tillt rate, 10 [s]] is
requ
uired to obtain
n one “imagee” with 70 [d
deg]
rang
ge in the verticcal direction, aand the resoluttion
of the
t
reconstructed surface daata is 0.25  00.35
[deg
g]. To compenssate the attitud
de change, a thrreeaxiss attitude senso
or AMU-3002B
B Lite is placed
d on
the rover. This sensor
s
can outtput attitude d
date
with
h 50 [Hz], aand the accuraacy is 1 [d
deg]
acco
ording to the caatalogue.
Figu
ure 2 shows a typical result; (a) is a photo
o of
the environment u
used in the ex
xperiments. Ro
over
attacched coordinatte O-xyz is defiined as followss: O
is th
he projection o
of LRF position onto the virttual
flat surface, y-axiss is the rover’s moving directiion,
z-ax
xis the vertical direction, and
d x-axis compo
oses
of a right hand fframe. Fig. 2 (b) is the terrrain
surfface reconstruccted from the data obtained by
the LRF in standsstill, and this iindicates the b
best
perfformance of th
he used LRF. IIn the verificattion
expeeriments, the rover
r
moves with
w
a speed o
of 2
[cm
m/s] and its attitude chan
nges during the
mov
vement roughly
y 0~5 [deg] in both its pitch aand
roll directions. Figure 2 (c) is a ressult
reco
onstructed by a standard pro
ocedure, while (d)
is a result by thee proposed sy
ystem. This ressult
indiicates that terrrain reconstrruction from the
prop
posed system combined a sccanning LRF aand
attittude sensors wo
orks well in prractical conditions.

3

ESTIMATIION OF SLIIP RATE

Sincce the proposed
d system can reduce
r
the waitting
timee to scan, it can
c
expand itss travel distan
nce.
Morreover, it shou
uld be noted th
hat the system
m is
effeective to reduce a fatal probllem of “compllete
stucck” in loose soil. In stand
dard LRF baased
naviigation, roverss are in stand
dstill during L
LRF
scan
nning and then
n move some specified
s
distan
nce
(typpically, several m
meters). In thiss moving proceess,
how
wever, the roveer has a risk o
of “stuck” in looose
soil.. Unlike cam
meras, LRF caannot get textture
infoormation of ssurface, and tthus LRF baased
naviigation has laarger risk to be stuck. In the
propposed system, thhe rover identiffies the positionn in
everry short time interval throough matchingg a
scannned line-shapeed terrain data obtained
o
at certtain
instaant with a recoonstructed mapp. Then, the roover
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y
x

(a)) Mapping regioon
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(b) Mapping poiint

Fig. 4 Mappinng process from
m a featured poinnts
can detect the cchange of the slip
s rate and chaange the
moving directiion before it is completely traapped in
loose soil. For this process, a m
most essential problem
p
is to identify the rover posiition precisely without
complicated caalculations. In bbelow, two conccepts are
described.

3.1 Estimatiion from seleected feature points
If a scanned lline is identifieed in the reconnstructed
map (hereafterr, referred to “rreference map””), from
the laser beam
m direction at tthe certain insttant, the
rover positionn can be theorretically specifi
fied. (In
practical situattions, the follow
wing factors make
m
the
position identification degradde: the attitude sensors
have some rannge of errors, the reference map is
composed of discrete point data, the direcction of
scanned planess depends on thhe rover’s posittion and
attitude, etc.)

In the first meethod, to reducce computation
nal load,
the scanned liine is projected
d in the x-z plaane and
only selected feature pointss in the scanneed lined line in
shape data aree used to identiify the scanned
the reference m
map. Figure 3 shows an exam
mple of
a scanned line for an experrimental envirronment
a LRF data o
obtained
shown in Fig. 2: blue dots are
deg] in the paan direction, tthe pan
every 0.25 [d
direction is diivided into fivee regions with a same
number of datta, red diamond
d and green squ
uare are

travel distance (cm)

slip rate

scan line nnumber

scan line numbeer

Figg. 6 Estimation oof slip rate

Fig. 5 Esstimation of travel distance
the highest and lowest points in each regiion,
pectively. Only
y these feature points are used
d to
resp
iden
ntify the scanneed line in the reeference map.
Thee position of th
he selected featture points can
n be
exprressed as F j ( x j , y j , z j ) in the O-xyz coordin
nate.
From
m the previous position id
dentification, the
roveer should havee moved forwaard. When the sslip
rate is zero ( s  0 ), the mo
oving distancee is
calcculated from m
multiplication o
of the designaated
speeed and time. While, when the wheel sllips
com
mpletely ( s  1 ), the rover po
osition is samee as
befo
ore. Thus, from
m the laser beeam direction, the
posssible rover possition at t  ti iis restricted in  y
in F
Fig. 4(a). How
wever, since thee attitude senssors
havee some inacccuracy, the po
ossible region
n is
repllaced with y considering
g the maxim
mum
attittude error. No
ote that consid
dering explorattion
roveers’ speed is quite slow, and the posittion
iden
ntification is reepeated in a sh
hort time interv
val,
the region y is also
a
small. Thee green dots in the
left figure of Fig. 4(b) indicate tthe discrete poiints
ht at
meaasured for the rreference map,, and the heigh
the points on x  x j is interpolaated as shown
n in
the right figure. Then, from z j of the featture
poin
nt, the candid
date of the rrover position
n is
speccified as blue squares in th
he figure. Finaally,
sincce these cand
didates are seelected for each
featture point, the rover positio
on is specified
d so
thatt the sum of tthe distance b
between the ro
over
posiition and thee feature can
ndidates becom
mes
min
nimal.
To eexamine the acccuracy of the above estimattion
metthod, consider the following
g simulation: the
expeerimental rover moves on thee surface of Fig
g. 2
with
h 2 [cm/s] speeed, but the slip ratio of the wh
heel
incrreases linearly. The rover possition is estimaated
for every scanneed line data by applying the
proccess explained
d above for 10 feature poin
nts,
und
der the conditio
on that the attittude sensors have
rand
dom errors wiith its maxim
mum value of 1
[deg
g]. Furthermoree, because in th
his simulation the
posiition estimatiion is repeatted quite sm
mall
trav
veling distancee and thus sen
nsor errors eassily
misllead the rov
ver’s position
n, the follow
wing
Kalm
man filter algo
orithm is also ap
pplied:

xˆ  k | k  1  xˆ  k  1| k  1  u  k 

(1)

P  k | k  1  P  k  1| k  1  Q

(2)

K  k   P  k | k  1  P  k | k  1  R 

(3)

xˆ  k | k   xˆ  k | k  1  K  k   z  k   xˆ  k | k  1 
P  k | k    I  K  k   P  k | k  1

(4)
(5)

where xˆ  k | k  1 , xˆ  k | k  : a priori and po
osteriori
estimates resp
pectively; P  k | k  : error covaariance;

K  k  : Kallman gain;

Q, R : system
m and

measurement noises respecctively, and Q  0.1 ,
R 1 ;

z  k  : measuremen
nt; and input u  k  is

defined as vc  t , where vc is the comm
manded
rover’s speed.
Figure 5 show
ws a typical reesult of the estimated
travel distancee. Since the slip rate increasses with
time, the trav
vel distance iss gradually saturated.
The slip rate is calculated ffrom the ratio of true
travel distancee to command
ded travel distaance as
follows:

s  1   dtrrue d command 

(6)

Figure 6 show
ws the time hisstory of the estimated
slip rate for F
Fig. 5. As sho
own in the figu
ure, the
increase of slip
p rate is capturred

3.2 Estimatiion from Fou
urier coefficieents
As shown in F
Figs. 5 and 6, they are succeessful to
estimate the rover position
n and the sliip rate.
me amount off errors
However, therre remains som
between the eestimated and true values, an
nd they
cannot guaran
ntee that the ap
pplied conceptt works
well for otherr terrain. Espeecially, to redu
uce the
computationall load, this estimation method
discards somee information o
of the scanned data: ycomponent an
nd other scanneed position dataa except
for the selected feature pointts.
bilities to otherr terrain,
Thus, to increaase the adaptab
this subsectio
on introduces another estiimation
method which
h reduces discaarding informattion but
keeps small co
omputational lo
oad. For this p
purpose,
Fourier coefficcients are evalu
uated for a pan
n region
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Fig. 7 Fourier coefficients for each scan line

of the scanned line as follows:
2 2
2 n
an 
S   cos
d
 1

bn 

2 2
2 n
S   sin
d


1



 n  0,1, 2,

(7)

 n  1, 2,

(8)

where S   is the distance data in the plane
scanned by the laser beam, and   2  1 .
Note that S   , calculated from the time of flight
principle, does not discard any distance data, and
that the integration in Eqs. (7) and (8) utilizes all
distance data in the pan region of 2 ~ 1 . This
implies that Fourier coefficients include more
information than the previous feature point based
estimation method. Furthermore, as seen in Fig. 3,
the discrete distance data of S   are sufficiently
dense for the integration and have a same interval
with respect to the pan angle  , the integration
(7) and (8) can be replaced with Riemann sum for
the discrete data. Consequently, the computational
load required to calculate Fourier coefficients is
small.

To examine the possibility to identify a scanned
line data from the reference map, Fourier
coefficients have been calculated for the scanned
lines in the tilt angles   30 ~ 47.5 [deg] for the
experimental circumstances shown in Fig.2.
Figure 7 indicates the result. This result indicates
that the position of scanned line data can be
identified in the reference map. Since the Fourier
coefficients include more information than the
previous method based on feature points, more
accurate estimation is expected. (However,
estimation accuracy of rover’s positon and slip
rate is strongly dependent to the estimation
algorithm, and better algorithm is still under
construction.)

4

CONCLUSION

This study deals with an autonomous navigation
system of an exploration rover works on a planet
far from Earth. By combining a scanning LRF
with attitude sensors, the proposed system can
extend the travel distance and reduce the risk of
stuck in loose soil. This paper has indicated that
terrain surface reconstruction is possible from

LRF data which are obtained by a moving rover.
Furthermore, it is also shown that through the
identification of rover’s position, the variation of
the slip rate can be captured every a short time
interval.
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